1966
In the fishing village of Glyngøre, Denmark, carpenter Preben Jacobsen begins building loudspeakers in his hen house. Two years later, he will bring his brother-in-law Julius Mortensen into the business. Jacobsen + Mortensen = JAMO. By 1978, one million JAMO loudspeakers will be produced.
NOW
A high-tech audio collaborative utilizing resources from around the globe, JAMO crafts relevant products that look amazing, are easy to use and sound fantastic. Honoring our Scandinavian design roots, and focused on the modern minimalist lifestyle, JAMO delivers contemporary style with high-performance sound. Our innovative loudspeakers are ideal for the spaces where you live and play. From thundering home cinema, to powerful and beautifully integrated architectural solutions – JAMO is DESIGNED FOR LIFE.
STUDIO8 SERIES

The new Jamo Studio 8 series has been reimagined to live seamlessly in modern, premium environments. Contemporary material and finish choices – such as wood grain accents, matte vinyl finishes and magnetic woven linen grilles – accentuate the clean, minimalist lines of this European design. The Studio 8 compact cabinet designs are an ideal solution for urban living spaces around the world.

Building on classic Jamo acoustics, the new Studio 8 Series brings high design and high performance to any budget. An exclusive connection system allows easy integration of Dolby Atmos® elevation modules without the use of additional speaker wires, for a truly minimal aesthetic.

Embodying the spirit of the Jamo brand, Studio 8 series delivers contemporary design, high performance, and balanced, natural sound.
Trim rings cover fasteners around the woofers for an elegant, clean appearance.

A 3” cabinet taper accentuates the slim design aesthetic.
BEAUTIFUL DESIGN AND CONTEMPORARY STYLE

Fully magnetic grilles — no mounting holes or push pins — for a clean, minimalistic front baffle design.

Large-weave linen grilles create visual interest with heavy texture. Heather gray for white models, and charcoal gray for black or walnut models.

Wood grain accents around the tweeters, at the bases and feet give a handcrafted, natural look.

All Jamo Studio 8 models are available in three finishes — black, white and walnut.
Dolby Atmos® enabled speakers deliver sound that comes alive from all directions, including overhead, filling any room with astonishing clarity, detail, and depth.
Grilles slide up on S 809 and S 807 tower speakers to align with the elevation speaker. This creates a continuous, clean line for a seamless appearance.

The elevation speaker’s metal feet align with patent-pending integrated conductive metal contacts on Dolby Atmos enabled tower and bookshelf models. The back of the speaker has a clean design, free from any inputs or wires.

Front-firing tube port allows for versatility in placement and enhanced, cleaner bass response.
COMPACT, YET POWERFUL

WaveGuide technology focuses high frequencies for dynamic, powerful sound.

Compact cabinets deliver high performance acoustics in a small footprint.

STUDIO8 SERIES
Shallow depth cabinets of the S 810 SUB and S 808 SUB models can be placed vertically or horizontally against the wall, or even on their side to be tucked out of sight under furniture.

A bottom-mounted amplifier provides orientation flexibility and a clean look.

90° power plug minimizes the subwoofer’s footprint when placed against a wall or furniture.
STUDIO SOUND BARS

Building upon 50 years of innovative design and acoustic research, Jamo is pleased to introduce our first-ever sound bar collection. Featuring furniture-grade design aesthetics, premium materials, and professionally designed drivers for superior sound clarity and dynamics, Jamo Studio sound bars deliver the best in performance and style.

Incorporating Jamo acoustic technologies, these professionally tuned sound bars deliver quality audio for your living room, bedroom, office – anywhere you have a TV. Up to three distinct listening modes are available – virtual surround, dialog enhancement and night listening (SB 40 only) – enabling you to easily augment your experience. Additionally, you can connect and listen to content from your smartphone or tablet, thanks to the inclusion of Bluetooth® 4.0 wireless technology.

Incorporating Jamo acoustic technologies, these professionally tuned sound bars deliver quality audio for your living room, bedroom, office – anywhere you have a TV. Up to three distinct listening modes are available – virtual surround, dialog enhancement and night listening (SB 40 only) – enabling you to easily augment your experience. Additionally, you can connect and listen to content from your smartphone or tablet, thanks to the inclusion of Bluetooth® 4.0 wireless technology.
SB 40

An elegant solution to upgrade your TV sound, the Jamo Studio SB 40 sound bar and wireless subwoofer deliver incredible home theater audio. With HDMI™ 2.0 technology incorporated, 4K video pass through, Dolby® Digital decoding, and Virtual Surround Mode, it’s never been easier to enhance your movie watching experience.

TRUE 2-WAY BI-AMPLIFIED SOUND
Dual .75” soft dome tweeters deliver crisp highs. Dual 2.5” midrange drivers provide impact and detail to your music and movies. Includes DSP controlled crossover via separate amplifier channels for tweeter and woofer.

DOLBY® DIGITAL DECODING
The built-in Dolby® Digital decoder formats all your Dolby content to provide a detailed, powerful cinema experience.
**HDMI 2.0 4K VIDEO PASS THROUGH**
Whether or not you already have a 4K TV, the Jamo Studio SB 40 sound bar offers one HDMI 2.0 input with HDCP 2.2 compatibility. This allows for easy connection of your cable box, Blu-Ray player, and gaming system. One HDMI out connects your smart TV with a single wire.

---

**WIRELESS SUBWOOFER**
Powerful 6.5" wireless subwoofer produces earth-shaking bass from a small cabinet you can place anywhere in the room.

---

**EASY PLUG AND PLAY SET UP**
The Jamo Studio SB 40 sound bar is designed to quickly connect to your TV. Simply plug in the included HDMI cable to seriously upgrade your TV sound with no hassle.

---

**STUDIO SOUND BARS**
SB 36
With a built-in subwoofer and wireless connectivity, the Jamo Studio SB 36 sound bar is designed to quickly and seamlessly enhance your TV and music experience within minutes of unboxing.

INTEGRATED SUBWOOFER
Powerful 2.5” oval woofers reproduce impressive bass for their size so you can experience the rumble in a small form factor.

BLUETOOTH® WIRELESS TECHNOLOGY
Works with all Bluetooth® enabled smartphones, tablets and computers – allowing you to play music directly from your devices.

DOLBY® DIGITAL DECODING
The built-in Dolby® Digital decoder formats all your Dolby content to provide a detailed, powerful cinema experience.
ELEGANT, SLIM PROFILE DESIGN
The stunning design of the SB 36 sound bar measures just 2.6” inches tall, allowing it to fit below your TV regardless of wall mounting or table top use.

VIRTUAL SURROUND MODE
Jamo enhanced virtual surround gives you an engulfing surround sound effect without additional speakers and wires.

BEAUTIFUL ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRATION
THE PURSUIT OF PERFECTION

For over half a century JAMO has designed and engineered its products utilizing many talented, skilled and passionate people – starting with Preben Jacobsen, in a hen house in Glyngøre, Denmark. Today, our advanced acoustic research and development continues with some of the most brilliant minds in consumer electronics, creating well-designed products for many applications. We continue to innovate, honoring the principals and ideals of Preben Jacobsen and Julius Mortensen, providing high-performance sound to the places where we live, integrating beautifully into our environments.